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I. The Real  

 

This schematism of our understanding with regard to appearances and their mere 

form is a hidden art in the depths of the human soul, whose true operations we can 

divine from nature and lay unveiled before our eyes only with difficulty (Kant, Critique 

of Pure Reason, A141). 

 

Kant’s project in metaphysics, as pertaining, is manifest in a threefold partition: 

sensation, understanding, and schematism. The texture of empirical experience is 

delivered through the senses, the conceptual tools that we use to reason with the sensual 

textures are delivered through the understanding, and the mediation between sensation 

and understanding is delivered through the schema. This mediation, a point of 

important contention in the traditions following Kant, is the way by which he is able to 

triangulate space, time, and identity into a simultaneous and flowing experience of a 

single, juridical reality.  

 The reality envisioned by Kant, dovetailing with his larger separation of sensation 

and understanding, hinges on the schematism insofar as it provides experience with an 

ordered being of transformation. The spatial and temporal properties of transformation 

(Δ) are unified in the schematism. It is the being of becoming, but it is becoming as a 

mediation.  

 For Kant, space and time together constitute the extensive magnitudes in which 

the intensities of qualitative transformation occur. However, this constitution is 



premised on an underlying separation of space from time, which coordinates a view of 

the self as same: the self as same to be with. The entirety of this metaphysical system 

secretes an epistemological anthem regarding that which is “reality” and in what 

capacity it is spatially and temporally demure.  

Reality is in the pure concept of the understanding that to which a sensation in 

general corresponds, that, therefore, the concept of which in itself indicates a 

being (in time).  

The being of reality, or the reality of being, is bonded throughout the larger Kantian 

moral system to a spatiotemporal architecture that likewise bonds the individual to an 

order of moral being premised on its metaphysical syntax. That is, the ontic of personal 

being in space-time becomes normative. Continuing from the quote above,  

Negation is that the concept of which represents a non-being (in time). The 

opposition of [reality to negation] thus takes place in the distinction of one and 

the same time as either a filled or an empty time. Since time is only the form of 

intuition, thus of objects as appearances, that which corresponds to the sensation 

in these is the transcendental matter of all objects, as things in themselves (thing-

hood, reality).   

This view, in premising negation as the opposite of reality (pertaining through time), 

leads Kant towards the conceptualization of a variable system of temporal density: full 

time <-> empty time. Sensation, being as it is to Kant a strictly temporal experience, 

becomes in itself a variable density as well. Yet, insofar as it is time filling (which all 

objects are through their representations, since time is the form of our intuition of 

them), the density in itself is the being of the real.  



Now every sensation has a degree or magnitude, through which it can more or 

less fill the same time, i.e., the inner sense in regard to the same representation of 

an object, until it ceases in nothingness (=0= negatio). Hence there is a relation 

and connection between, or rather a transition from reality to negation, that 

makes every reality representable as a quantum, and the schema of a reality, as 

the quantity of something insofar as it fills time, is just this continuous and 

uniform generation of that quantity in time, as one descends in time from the 

sensation that has a certain degree to its disappearance or gradually ascends from 

negation to its magnitude (CPR, A143-B183). 

Sense, as a variable density, is for Kant an order of intensive magnitude that inhabits the 

extensive magnitude of time. But its persistence through time is carried, as it were, 

along the substance-avatar of the schema, which allows the fluxing sense of an apparent 

object to persist as such. Thus sensation is an apparent persistence of intensive quality, 

but only insofar as it is extensively quantifiable by the being of the real: the unit of 

transformation.  

The schema, and the type of persistence that it allows, while providing Kant with 

the ability to mediate between sensation and understanding (remaining within the 

phenomenological boundaries of time and space), loses traction within the tradition. 

Both the Marburg and Southwest schools of neo-Kantianism wholly reject an explicit 

use of the transcendental schematic by the turn of the 20th century, turning instead to 

the more purely logical terrain of the period. It is not until 1929 in Davos, Switzerland, 

that Martin Heidegger publicly claims a radical reinterpretation of Kant, heavily focused 



on the validity of the schematic. To the work of Michael Freedman, Heidegger stands, 

calling that the  

[…] transcendental schematism of the understanding has the effect of dissolving 

both sensibility and [understanding] in a “common root,” namely, the 

transcendental imagination, whose ultimate basis […] is temporality (Friedman, 

The Parting of the Ways, 2).  

The schema becomes, following Davos, re-realized as an essential component of the 

Kantian system. To Friedman, “[we] cannot simply discard it without, at the same time, 

distorting the rest of the Kantian framework entirely beyond recognition” (Friedman, 

37). While the philosophical tradition has unsteadily accepted the importance of the 

schema, it is my feeling that it is an extremely important notion in regards to cultural 

studies, reflecting profoundly upon the spatial and temporal hegemony of Western 

dominance and the armature of chronotopic devices implied therein. 

 The way by which Kant transfers the schema into his study of anticipation 

introduces an inner concept in the schema that he refers to as the real. Conferring 

ostensibly to the concept of reality implied within the impetus of the transcendental 

schematism to begin with, the real refers to the “real of the sensation, as merely 

subjective representation, by which one can only be conscious that the subject is 

affected, and which one relates to an object in general” (CPR, B208). Affect, here, is 

bound up in Kant’s system as objectively valid, real, only insofar as it is verifiable given 

spatiotemporal homogeneity with the given quantum. However, it becomes clear upon 

further reading that this quantum is troublingly reliant on the temporal aspect of 

quantum, giving insufficient fund to the intensity of spatial transformation.  



For, as regards transcendental freedom, any beginning of an action of a being out 

of objective causes is always, with respect to these determining grounds, a first 

beginning, although the same action is, in the series of appearances, only a 

subalternate beginning, prior to which a state of the cause must precede which 

determines that cause and which is itself determined in the same way by an 

immediately preceding cause […] For the relation of an action to the objective 

grounds of reason is not a temporal relation; here, that which determines the 

causality does not precede the action as regards time, because such determining 

grounds do not represent the relation of objects to the senses (and so to causes 

within appearance), but rather they represent determining causes as things in 

themselves, which are not subject to temporal conditions. Hence the action can 

be regarded as a first beginning with respect to the causality of reason, but can 

nonetheless at the same time be seen as a mere subordinated beginning with 

respect to the series of appearances, and can without contradiction be considered 

in the former respect as free, and in the latter (since the action is mere 

appearance) as subject to natural necessity (Prolegomena, 98). 

This long passage, and its robust claim, is built (to my reading) upon a schematic system 

that premises a transcendental causality. This system actively figures a spatiotemporal 

regimentation of reality, by dissociating sensation from causality – implanting the 

causal-temporal real within all sense as the transcendental being of intuitional 

objectivity. Yet the being of the real is in itself atemporal, asensual, it is pure 

“boundary”; “points” or “instants” existing in space and time as “mere places of their 

limitation” (CPR, B211). But in this formula, space is lost. The concept of peregrination 



is unfelt. And the objectively caused action is presumed natural, a continuation of a 

transcendental causality that is premised upon the distinction of the real affect from 

negation.  

 Kant exiles negation from the reality of affect. He creates the system by which 

sensation becomes normative. For those of us who study sense with perspicacity, often 

suffering the maligning assaults from colleagues and peers alike in the financial and 

professional sectors to ‘come back to the real world’, the far reaching importance of 

tracing pathways of socio-political affective ‘realism’ should be apparent. In an excellent 

recent reading of Kant and Hegel by Robert Brandom, Reason in Philosophy (2009), we 

may glimpse an instep of the path by which Kantian realism (as the normature of affect) 

has been realized in our social, cultural, and political worlds.  

One of the permanent intellectual achievements and great philosophical legacies 

of the Enlightenment – and perhaps the greatest contribution modern 

philosophers have ever made to the wider culture – is the development of secular 

conceptions of legal, political, and moral normativity (Brandom, 60).  

Putting aside questions about the validity of the rule of law in the neoliberal era, this 

statement is both a profoundly far reaching one and a problematically immaterial one. If 

the Enlightenment project, and it's philosophical arsenal, is meant to have invented 

profound systems of normative assessment for the betterment of socio-political 

cohesion precisely by philosophical devices that held sensual experience to critical 

assessment and reasonable filiation, then how can we consider the “legal, political, and 

moral normativity” without naming them as such as spatiotemporal affective 

organizations in their own right?  



Kant’s dissociation of the first beginning and the subaltern beginning operates 

upon the assumption that the real, as the co-point/instant of the empirical and 

transcendental, is outside of affect. The truth, as it were, the objective causality of pure 

reason and reasonable action, is defined in the Critique of Pure Reason as an asensual 

spatiotemporal being. And this is sociopathic. Kant dissociated action from sense. 

To go in a different direction, we have to consider socio-political structures as 

affective assemblages and personal actions as part of those assemblages. Further, the 

affective assemblage has to be understood as a spatiotemporal standardization that 

differentiates the real from the non-real by means of affective normativity. The socio-

political assemblage selects which sense points/instants count for the construction of its 

space-time continuum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II. The Diagram 

 

The diagram is a visual* specimen that conveys logical operations through sense 

as such. For this reason, it has important ties to the Kantian schema, insofar as they 

both purport to convey the transcendental logic sensibly. Like the schema, the diagram 

is supposed to evidence the general reality of the object. However, whereas that the 

schematism relies upon the real, an a-sensual boundary (i.e., a non-apparent sign of 

relations that becomes evident only to the evidence-seeking consciousness) to convey 

reality, the diagram is in itself sensible. It is space-time marker that can be sensed. 

Whereas the schema was not explicitly part of the neo-Kantian schools during the 

late 19th, early 20th centuries, the early works of Pragmatism - pioneered by Charles S. 

Peirce – posited a view of the diagram specifically as a schematic icon*. In a short essay 

entitled ‘PAP’, Prolegomena to an Apology for Pragmatism (1906), he claims, “all 

necessary reasoning is diagrammatic”: 

In order to expound my proposition that all necessary reasoning is diagrammatic, 

it is requisite that I explain exactly what I mean by a Diagram […] The Diagram 

represents a definite form of relation. This relation is usually one which actually 

exists, as in a map, or is intended to exist, as in a plan. But this is so far from 

being essential to the Diagram as such, that if details are added to represented 

existential or experiential peculiarities, such additions are of a distinctly 

undiagrammatic nature. The pure Diagram is designed to represent and to render 

intelligible, the form of relation merely (Peirce, PAP, 316n).  



This position, employing diagrams as means of apparent reasoning, allows the 

transcendental logic to be sensibly inscribed in a spatiotemporally discrete item. The 

diagram, as such, is a sensible mechanism of formal relation that renders truth visible 

and visibly normative. It is in this capacity that the diagram is both the “heir in Peirce’s 

system to Kant’s notion of ‘schematism’” (Sterjnfelt, Diagrammatology, xiv) and the 

sensible nominalization of the real itself. For in the first regard, Peirce’s use of the 

diagram as a logical tool is consistent only insofar as it provides for the means of 

normative selection, of sorting through important and non-important info, much in the 

same way that Kant’s schema affects the distinction between reality and negation. But in 

this second regard, the diagram poses a crucial moment, since by making the real 

sensible, it holds it accountable for its own affective norm. As diagram, the real assumes 

localizable coordinates. And while Peirce maintains that the diagram is merely a means 

of apparent reasoning, it makes possible the sensation of normativity.  

As a sense norm, the Peircean diagram is both an important application of the 

Kantian schematic and an important deviation away from the Kantian architectonic. 

This is not to say that Peirce was the thinker to defeat Kant, because in the first place 

this would misrepresent the philosophical agenda of Peirce himself.* However, by 

spatially extending the real – which in Kant was only ever a temporally articulated 

boundary* - Peirce does in fact provide a possibility for a different kind of 

transcendental philosophy. As Alexander Gerner points out,  

[…] the operationality of diagrammatic performance dislocates the 

importance of logical relations from discursivity and syntacticity toward relations 

of spatiality (Gerner, Diagrammatic Reasoning, 3).  



Whereas the Kantian schema and its real were oriented towards a “being (in time)”, 

Peirce’s Diagrammatics shifts the emphasis towards a being (in space). This ontological 

development is significant in that it queries the bases for understanding time-space as a 

continuous extension*. And the consequences of this for representation in general are 

potentially severe. For Kant,  

[The] image is a product of the empirical faculty of productive imagination, the 

schema of sensible concepts (such as figures in space) is a product and as it were 

a monogram of pure a priori imagination, through which and in accordance with 

which the images first become possible, but which must be connected with the 

concept, to which they are in themselves never fully congruent, always only by 

means of the schema that they designate. The schema […] on the contrary, […] is 

a transcendental product of the imagination, which concerns the determination 

of the inner sense in general, in accordance with conditions of its form (time) in 

regard to all representations (CPR, 142).  

Thus in Kant’s system, the image and the concept are opposed to one another as 

opposite poles, requiring the mediation of schemata. The image, as a spatial 

representation, cannot be true for Kant unless it is categorically perceived in relation to 

a ‘discursive’ and ‘syntactic’ perception of time that goes on separately from space. 

Given the advancements being made in physics concurrently to Peirce, such as 

relativity* and spacetime*, he was able to more easily reconcile sense with reason, by 

defining spatial and temporal senses as contiguous. Thus the diagram, as a spatial 

representation of logical relations, overcomes Kant’s monogrammatic schema, which 

was thought to have to mediate between space and time.  



 The diagram as schema prefigures space and time as a contiguous extension in 

which logical relations may be represented outside of thought in itself. Diagrammatics 

as a field of spatially extended thinking possibilizes the affecture of thought. In this way, 

representations may disclose their own logical relations. However, the logical relations 

between representations that can be disclosed by them are not infinite. That is, the 

space-time continuum does not necessarily imply a parallel continuum of logical 

relations, by which all phenomena can disclose an infinity of logical relations occurring 

amongst one another. To Gerner’s reading of Peirce, 

[…] the degree of image iconicity and its virtuous vagueness as the vague 

possibility of an introduction of the new is reciprocal to the preciseness and 

degree of determination towards its object (Gerner, Diagrammatic Reasoning, 

5).  

The diagram is thus a representation that can sensibly convey logical relations but is in 

itself valid only insofar as it is representing the object to which it accords. This is how 

the Peircean diagram is still schematic. It senses the extensive magnitude of qualitative 

intensity, but does not directly conjoin sensation to quality. As with Kant, Peirce 

maintains that the objective truth must be found in sense, but only insofar as reality 

may be opposed to negation, sense opposed to nonsense. And for this opposition to be 

possible, sensation has to be limited by some type of quantifiable boundaries. The 

diagram is thus the real, a means of navigation.  

 The matter at hand now is whether navigation is a means of creation or of 

deduction. Is the deductive techne of Kant and Peirce’s “semiotic realism” (Stjernfelt, 

Diagrammatology, ix) a discovering of the truth, or is it in actuality the creation of 



spatiotemporal orientation by which affective pathways are mapped at the expense of 

others? The question is answerable only in relation to the corporeal. For Peirce,  

[We] do not make a diagram simply to represent the relation of killer to killed […] 

and the reason we do not is that there is little or nothing in that relation that is 

rationally comprehensible (Peirce, PAP, 316n).  

By setting the relation between the killer and killed as a-logical, Peirce is defining 

orientation as a non-corporeal extension. This position doubts that spatiotemporal 

placement is the a priori of orientation. For if it was, then it could be possible that the 

relation of killer to killed be a cartographic imperative that conditions the discursive and 

syntactic life of the killer thereafter.  

 Placement is a concept of being both in space and in time. The mathematical 

innovations of non-Euclidean space-time made it possible to invoke spatiotemporal 

orientation as a singularity, in relation to other possibilities of placement. Kant, writing 

under the auspices of space-time dislocation, bases his architectonic off of (in part) the 

duality of inner sense and outer sense. However, there is an obscure and seemingly 

anomalous passage in the Critique in which he might infer the concept of placement.  

The property of magnitudes on account of which no part of them is the smallest 

(no part is simple) is called their continuity. Space and time are quanta continua, 

because no part of them can be given except as enclosed between boundaries 

(points and instants), thus only in such a way that this part is again a space or a 

time. Space therefore consists only of spaces, time of times. Points and instants 

are only boundaries, i.e., mere places of their limitation; but places always 

presuppose those intuitions that limit or determine them, and from mere places, 



as components that could be given prior to space or time, neither space nor time 

can be composed. Magnitudes of this sort can also be called flowing, since the 

synthesis (of the productive imagination) in their generation is a progress in 

time, the continuity of which is customarily designated by the expression 

“flowing” (“elapsing”) (Kant, CPR, A170/B212).  

Place, as a coordinate, is offered in this mesmeric passage as ‘flowing’ or ‘elapsing.’ In 

that place is made of intuition but is not constitutive of time or space, it is ambiguously 

simple. This simplicity, being composed of intuition but not constitutive of it (not space 

or time filling), appears to be a different form of transformation that expends space and 

time as neither real nor non-real.  

There is a possible heterodox reading of this passage that could infer the elapse as 

a transformation between or beyond the reality-negation binary. The elapse is a 

different form of ‘magnitude,’ one that is not extensive or intensive but both. That is, 

placement, as a magnitude of possible transformation, is a spatial orientation that is 

conjugated through time, rather than being a temporal (discursive and syntactic) a 

priori to spatial orientation. Such a reading would make it possible to think about the 

relation of killer to killed. And, consequently, the concept of a spatially orienting 

diagram could be understood as ontological. Here, Gerner orients the work of Gilles 

Deleuze. 

One could say that Deleuze’s account of the map category located before any 

rational representative order of the diagram, takes seriously what Peirce calls 

“the relation of killer to killed.” […] for Deleuze, cartographic ontology precedes 

the diagram category, while for Peirce the map is seen as a subtype of the 



diagram […] In this way the diagram is not so much a functional machine as a 

factory of meaning production, closer to a theater in which scenes and 

diagrammatic relations change permanently on the map-stage (Gerner, 

Diagrammatic Reasoning, 7).  

The Deleuzian notion of a cartographic ontology possibilizes the moving beyond from 

affective norm as spatiotemporal placement and evokes a philosophy for a relational 

architectonic of the elapse. This allows for a spatiotemporal conceptualization of the 

relation of killer to killed and, furthermore, makes evident a reading of the 

Enlightenment tradition (in a broad sense) as discursively and syntactically a posteriori 

to that relation1.  

Brian Massumi’s forward to his translation of Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s 

pinnacle work, A Thousand Plateaus, transcribes Deleuze’s stance in this regard as a 

rogue philosopher in the tradition of intellectual radicals such as Soren Kierkegaard and 

Friedrich Nietzsche.  

The annals of official philosophy are populated by “bureaucrats of pure reason” 

who speak in “the shadow of the despot” and are in historical complicity with the 

State. They invent “a properly spiritual . . . absolute State that . . . effectively 

functions in the mind.” Theirs is the discourse of sovereign judgment, of stable 

subjectivity legislated by “good” sense, rocklike identity, “universal” truth, and 

(white male) justice. “Thus the exercise of their thought is in conformity with the 

aims of the real State, with the dominant significations, and with the 

                                                           
1 The question of whether G. W. F. Hegel saw this possibility with his famous proclamation of 
the “fight to the death” is entirely another concept.  



requirements of the established order” (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand 

Plateaus, ix). 

Given the cartographic a priori of Deleuze’s ontology, his view on the traditional 

philosophy is entirely predicated on its spatiotemporal contiguity with the affective 

pathway of white male political violence. The affective assemblage of that pathway, with 

its myriad of discursive and syntactic branches, is entirely constitutive of an “official” 

spatiotemporal orientation that prefigures the relation of killer to killed as a 

spatiotemporally dislocated instant/point, or boundary (whose sense of which is only 

truthful in relation to the dominant magnitude). That is to say, the relation of killer to 

killed cannot be oriented because it is in itself not rationally constructed.  

 A cartographic ontology provides a means of understanding the relation of killer 

to killed as a rational construction. Further, it possibilizes an understanding of the 

relation of killer to killed as the sense norm, or real, by which all of the assemblage’s a 

posteriori discursivity and syntacticity are schematized. This view would understand the 

relation of killer to killed as the spatiotemporal orientation of the affective normature by 

which the society functions as a cohesive vertical unit. 

 

 

 

 

 



III. The Map as Cutting Edge  

 

The map expresses the identity of the journey and what one journeys through. It 

merges with its object, when the object itself is movement (Deleuze, Essays: Critical 

and Clinical, 61).  

 

 The map as category in Deleuze’s cartographical ontology posits spatial 

configuration as a discourse and syntax-orienting device. Mapping could be a psycho-

affective process by which sensation and understanding are contiguously and 

repetitively played. For Deleuze,  

Maps should not be understood only in extension, in relation to a space 

constituted by trajectories. There are also maps of intensity, of density, that are 

concerned with what fills space, what subtends the trajectory. Little Hans defines 

a horse by making out a list of its affects, both active and passive: having a big 

widdler, hauling heavy loads, having blinkers, biting, falling down, being 

whipped, making a row with its feet. It is this distribution of affects (with the 

widdler playing the role of a transformer or converter) that constitutes a map of 

intensity. It is always an affective constellation (Deleuze, Essays: Critical and 

Clinical, 64).  

Little Hans evidences that mapping is a repetition induced by libidinal investment. 

Given Deleuze’s longstanding opposition to psychoanalysis* it is clear that the libidinal 



investment only generally forcefully induces in the repetition of mapping. The map can 

be the geometric rational relation of a taxonomy of affects. That is, it can be a diagram of 

intensive qualities. Both “artistic maps” (Gerner, Diagrammatic Thinking, 7) and “the 

cartographic activity of the unconscious” (Deleuze, Essays: Critical and Clinical, 64) 

possibilize a dynamicity of affective orientation by evidencing sensation as itself 

diagrammatically operational (in a productive, rather than deductive capacity).  

In a cartographic ontology, different assemblages of affective normature are 

accessible via a productive diagrammatic operation. The Deleuzian diagram, as a 

“dramatization” of orientation, makes possible a transversal movement from one 

assemblage to another. That is, the diagram no longer purposes a sense norm, but could 

possibly serve instead as a doorway into a differently oriented ‘universe’ of affective 

pathways. As he puts it (in part) in the theater of Difference and Repetition, a reality 

does not account for its own singular force unless it is placed, granted the possibility of 

elapsing, thus becoming dynamic. To quote at length: 

Schematism possesses an immense power: it can divide a concept and specify it 

according to a typology. A concept alone is completely incapable of specifying or 

dividing itself; the agents of differenciation are the spatio-temporal dynamisms 

which act within or beneath it, like a hidden art. Without these, we would still 

confront the questions which Aristotle raised with regard to Platonic division: 

where do the halves come from? However, the schema does not account for the 

power with which it acts. Everything changes when the dynamisms are posited 

no longer as schemata of concepts but as dramas of Ideas. For if the dynamism is 

external to concepts – and, as such, a schema – it is internal to Ideas – and, as 



such, a drama or dream. Species are divided into lineages, Linnaeons into 

Jordanons, concepts into types, but these divisions do not have the same criteria 

as the divided, they are not homogenous with the divided, and they are 

established in a domain external to that of concepts but internal to that of the 

Ideas which preside over division itself. Dynamism thus comprises its own power 

of determining space and time, since it immediately incarnates the differential 

relations, the singularities and the progressivities immanent in the idea […] 

Dramatisation takes place under the critical eye of the savant as much as it does 

in the head of the dreamer. It acts below the sphere of concepts and the 

representations subsumed by them. There is nothing which does not lose its 

identity as this is constituted by concepts, and its similarity as this is constituted 

in representation, when the dynamic space and time of its actual constitution is 

discovered. The ‘type hill’ is no more than a stream along parallel lines, the ‘type 

slope’ an outcrop of hard layers along which the rocks are built in a direction 

perpendicular to that of the hills’ but on the scale of millions of years which 

constitutes the time of their actualization, the hardest rocks in turn are fluid 

matters which flow under the weak constraints exercised on their singularities 

(Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 218-9).  

A spatiotemporal dynamism is the subsistence of a door between affective assemblages. 

In this sense, it is possible that the Deleuzian Idea2 and the Kantian elapse form an 

unlikely bridge between the two thinkers. In Deleuze’s work with Felix Guattari, this 

                                                           
2 “The Idea is thus defined as a structure. A structure or an Idea is a ‘complex theme’, an internal 
multiplicity – in other words, a system of multiple, non-localisable connections between 
differential elements which is incarnated in real relations and actual terms” (Deleuze, Difference 
and Repetition, 183).   



dynamism is like the ‘abstract machine.’ These elements are not transcendental logical 

relations that supersede or subtend a subject, but are rather like escape hatches: utterly 

nonsensical to the assemblage, but completely whole nonetheless. The image of the old 

woman traversing the doorway in Bertolucci’s The Conformist.  

In Plateaus, the abstract machine (which includes the diagram within it) 

navigates the pathways by which the assemblage3 either grows, or is escaped from. 

The diagrammatic or abstract machine does not function to represent, even 

something real, but rather constructs a real that is yet to come, a new type of 

reality (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 142). 

The affective assemblage, in itself, is utterly constructed upon the exclusion of 

inconsistencies, particularly those that lead to other pathways. It is in this capacity that 

the Kantian schema/real is a method of territoriality. It restricts and impossibilizes 

escape routes by over-determining the truth-value of an affective structure, logically 

constituting power structures that organize and dominate bodies in congruence with a 

dominant order-sense. The abstract machine envisions anomalous “reels” (Deleuze and 

Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 240) that possibilize escape routes.   

                                                           
3 It should be noted that my use of assemblage thus far is not exactly congruent to its 
formulation by Deleuze and Guattari (nor directly by any other assemblage theories such as 
Aihwa Ong’s anthropological problems). In Plateaus, the assemblage is formed as a ‘tetravalent 
assemblage,’ upon which the “machinic assemblage” of bodies and materials are opposed on a 
horizontal axis to the “assemblage of enunciation” of words and expressions; and 
reterritorialization is opposed to deterritorialization on the vertical axis (Deleuze and Guattari, 
A Thousand Plateaus, 88-9). My own use of assemblage is aligned and in many ways congruent 
this diagram, but is more simply and explicitly premised on the concept of affective normativity. 
Deleuze and Guattari’s seminal work on affective normature is found in the 2nd plateau, “10,000 
BC: The Geology of Morals”. Insofar as my own formalization of assemblage is based in a 
reading of/against the Kantian schema, it resonates in Deleuze and Guattari’s claim that 
“degrees themselves [may be] caught up in movements of intensive territorialization and 
reterritorialization” (54).  



 Maps, as territorial artifacts and as unconscious operations, are finely attuned to 

the contemporary global (neoliberal) possibility of streamlined affective normature 

and/or radical escape routes. The western enlightenment assemblage has constituted a 

modern mapping paradigm that reflects the Kantian schema and follows Peirce’s 

Diagrammatics in negating, or “silencing”4 the logical relation of killer to killed. A 

cartographic ontological approach possibilizes the utilization of the map as a 

diagrammatic techne for the innovation of radical new escape routes. More-so, a 

cartographic ontological approach realizes every escape route/abstract machine as in 

itself a mapping, a navigation; an abstract whole orientation that not only challenges the 

dominant assemblage but provides a secret door leading away from it, into new and 

potentially unfound affective pathways through space-time. The diagram-map is a 

spatiotemporal dynamism that may be realized in a multiplicity of places. It is in this 

sense not a boundary, but an edge: 

[The] diagram and abstract machine have lines of flight that are primary, which 

are not phenomena of resistance or counterattack in an assemblage, but cutting 

edges of deterritorialization (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 531 

n39). 

The primacy of the abstract machine’s line of flight is its dynamism. For this reason, 

many places may serve as abstract machines. Yet, there is a question of ethics with the 

concept of edge that is difficult to access through the work of Deleuze and Guattari. A 

                                                           
4 J. B. Harley uses the concept of “silence” to understand how the map-making technes of early 
modern European nations “act to legitimize and neutralize arbitrary actions in the 
consciousness of their originators. In other words, the lack of qualitative differentiation in maps 
structured by the scientific episteme serves to dehumanize the landscape” (Harley, The New 
Nature of Maps, 99).   



cartographic ontology possibilizes the deconstruction of the relation of killer to killed 

and posits the existence of escape routes. However, it does not in any serious way 

approach the possibility that the relation of killer to killed is in fact the primary 

orienting real upon which the entire logical foundation of the modern white male 

enlightenment assemblage is predicated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. Habeas Viscus 

 

In the contemporary neoliberal assemblage, ethnic hegemony is one of the 

primary logical constructs. The possibility of escape routes from the dominant 

assemblage by a cartographic ontology does not coherently possibilize an articulated 

minoritarian assemblage. Considering the Trans-Atlantic slave trade as the diagram of 

the neoliberal assemblage, the African Diaspora could articulate a minoritarian affective 

assemblage. Gerner posits  

[…] that we have to start to investigate the dynamic aspect of the genetic 

cartographic a priori of orientation itself, in which a posteriori diagrams or 

structures of relations are produced as in the diagrammatic art of map making in 

hodological spaces, and not so much in the science of fixed geographies (Gerner, 

Diagrammatic Thinking, 8).  

The possible course of study evoked by this position is twofold. Artistic map-making 

could prove to be an important field of dynamic creativity. And, a cartographic ontology 

could possibilize dynamic orientation. However, if we are to consider the cartographic a 

priori as “genetic”, then we need to take seriously the role of the genetic category in the 

ethnic hegemony of the contemporary neoliberal assemblage.  

 The map as category possibilizes the repetition of affective taxonomies. The type 

of repetition may lead to fixed geographical relations that reiterate the affective 

pathways of dominant assemblages, or it may lead to dynamic geographical relations 

that iterate new affective pathways. Iteration of dynamic orientations could thus be 



possible. In this vein of thought, Sylvia Wynter envisions the future importance of 

geographical study.  

[Geography] will no longer be an in-itself; geography also becomes part of the 

study of our planet’s overall self-organizing environmental-ecological system 

(McKittrick, Sylvia Wynter, 16).  

Wynter posits a future co-operation of biological and geographic study. This co-

operation would study the discursive and syntactic orientation of a priori cartographic 

placement in terms of its biological role in ecosystems. The possibility of this study is 

premised on the concept of the articulated white male neoliberal assemblage, which 

Wynter crafts (partly from joining the work of Franz Fanon and Aimé Césaire) as the 

discursive and syntactic belief in the while male as evolutionary imperative for human 

status. Assemblage is in this case understood as “a naturally selected/dysselected 

bioevolutionary teleological logic” that is biologically instantiated. 

This is, too, a sociogenic code of symbolic life/death that, while itself non-

biologically determined (at the level of mythos, or origin story), is nevertheless 

biologically (i.e., neurochemically) implemented at the level of the bios, the 

brain, its opiate reward/punishment (placebo/nocebo) behavior-regulatory 

system (McKittrick, Sylvia Wynter, 65).  

Behavior regulation at the level of neurochemical pathways is possibly effectuated by the 

discursive and syntactic a posteriori of orientation. The map-like pathways of the brain 

are in this sense artificially structured in congruence to the teleological project of 

affective normativity. This is conceptually resonant with the geological concept of 

assemblage outlined in Deleuze and Guattari’s second Plateau. However, Wynter 



articulates the degree to which the white male assemblage has established itself as the 

affective normature through the meta-Darwinian story of selection versus dysselection. 

This story defines non-white peoples, and their territories, as underdeveloped. It is then 

biologically instantiated via affective mechanisms of behavior-regulation. As such, 

Wynter historico-materially articulates the genetic plasticity of orientation in terms of 

racial genre.  

 Race plays a primary role in the genetic cartographic a priori of discursive and 

syntactic orientation. Racial hegemony is possibly biologically instantiated as an a priori 

to orientation by a feedback loop between story and brain. In this capacity, it may be 

possible that neurochemical pathways in the brain are logically structured qua the 

relation of killer to killed. Likewise, the trajectories of geographic pathways in 

enlightenment cartographic practices could be structured qua the relation of killer to 

killed. In Hortense Spillers’ reading of manuscripts from a 15th century Portuguese 

exploration of the African continent, the diagram of the slave trade is noticeable in its 

schematic-like deduction of ‘place’ to ‘space’.  

The Portuguese, having little idea where the Nile ran, at least understood right 

away that there were men and women darker-skinned than themselves, but they 

were not specifically knowledgeable, or ingenious, about the various families and 

groupings represented by them. Azurara records encounters with “Moors,” 

“Mooresses,” “Mulattoes,” and people “black as Ethiops” (1:28), but it seems that 

the “Land of Guinea,” or of “Black Men,” or of “The Negroes” (1: 35) was located 

anywhere southeast of Cape Verde, the Canaries, and the River Senegal, looking 



at an eighteenth-century European version of the sub-Saharan Continent along 

the West African coast (1: frontispiece). 

In this account, it seems possible that the spatial orientation of the European explorers 

was predicated upon an order of magnitude that relied on the epidermal typology of the 

people upon which they were inflicting violence. For Spillers,  

[typically], there is in this grammar of description the perspective of declension, 

not of simultaneity, and its point of initiation is solipsistic – it begins with a 

narrative of self, in an apparent unity of feeling, and unlike Equiano, who also 

saw “ugly” when he looked out, this collective self uncovers the means by which 

to subjugate the “foreign code of conscience,” whose most easily remarkable and 

irremediable difference is perceived in skin color (Spillers, Black, White, and in 

Color, 211).  

The ‘perspective of declension’ is an instantiation of spatiotemporal normativity that 

protrudes from a temporally contiguous conception of self. Spillers’ analysis resonates 

with a conception of the Kantian schema.  

The appearance of schematic thinking in the slavers’ orientation is apparent in so 

far as the native peoples are pre-figured by stories other than their own. When Equiano 

“sees ‘ ugly”, he evidences a savage affective orientation, one that is in no sense 

equivalent to that of the European. The epidermal pre-figuration of the resulting 

cartographical understanding thus evidences the possibility that the relation of killer to 

killed is the silent point/instant that becomes categorically schematized by the resulting 

assemblage. In this capacity, the diagram of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade is the 

network of relations of the white male assemblage. The abstract machine by which the 



early modern white European male was able to effectuate an escape from the 

ecumenical Catholic assemblage is the murdering of African and American peoples.  

 Any concept of escape from the white male neoliberal assemblage must take 

seriously the killing of African and American people. It is the spatiotemporal sense-

norm of the affective assemblage of western Enlightenment, the abstract machine that 

effectuated a line of escape from the former dominant assemblage and evoked new 

pathways and maps. However, the killing of these peoples, the infliction of violence 

upon their bodies, possibilizes its own routes of escape. As Spillers points out, the body 

is a reducible form that does not constitute the full being of the affection.  

[I] would make a distinction in this case between “body” and “flesh” and impose 

that distinction as the central one between captive and liberated subject-

positions. In that sense, before the “body” there is the “flesh,” that zero degree of 

social conceptualization that does not escape concealment under the brush of 

discourse or the reflexes of iconography […] If we think of the “flesh” as a primary 

narrative, then we mean its seared, divided, ripped-apartness, riveted to the 

ship’s hole, fallen, or “escaped” overboard […] These undecipherable markings on 

the captive body render a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh whose severe 

disjunctures come to be hidden to the cultural seeing by skin color (Spillers, 

Black, White, and in Color, 207).  

The inscription of violence into the flesh of the “dysselected” is the iteration of the actual 

cartographic ontology underlying the racial silence of the white male assemblage. It is 

the placement of the assemblage’s edges, the scars, gouges, and ridges of its effectuation. 

And, to mime the evolutionary position of Stephen Gould and Richard Lewontin,  



[…] it [happens] that the mouths of the ducts did not run in the valleys between 

the crests, but along the crests of the ridges themselves (Gould and Lewontin, 

“The Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian Paradigm”, 16). 

Necessary to this course of study is the understanding that abstract machines effectuate 

assemblages by diagrams*. This in itself takes time-space as a flowing system of places. 

As such, the being of the flesh, and the hieroglyphics laid into it, is not so much the 

intensity of its infliction but the richness of its affective paths, its spatiotemporal 

dynamism as a place. Alexander Weheliye conceptualizes the affective domains of 

wounded flesh as escape routes, as the abstract machine of coming assemblages, in as 

much as  

[…] hieroglyphics of the flesh are construed not merely as banishments but as 

transit visas to universes betwixt and between the jurisdictions of Man (Weheliye, 

Habeas Viscus, 127).  

The place of the hieroglyphic flesh does not repeat the orientation of Man. It draws a 

different force and possibilizes new assemblages and pathways, giving way to an entirely 

different geography. While this simply possibilizes new assemblages and new maps, the 

truth of the matter is perhaps that possibility is actuality, however muted, stricken, or 

hungry it may be. For Weheliye,  

[if] alternate forms of life […] can flourish only after the complete obliteration of 

the law, then it would follow that our existence, whether it is bare or not, stands 

and falls with the extant laws in the current codification of Man. This can blind us 

to the sorrow songs, smooth glitches, miniscule movements, shards of hope, 



scraps of food, and interrupted dreams of freedom that already swarm the ether 

of Man’s legal apparatus (Weheliye, Habeas Viscus, 131).  

The affective assemblage is always given by a specific escape route. But it would be 

incorrect to suggest that the assemblage sprouts out of the ground at a given moment, it 

is rather drawn together by a possibility, an opening or network of openings that give 

way to a new field of force. The affective taxonomy of the flesh draws a different 

diagram, brings senses into complex relations. However, beyond this, the conjuncture of 

the flesh possibilizes dynamic orientation by being genetically oriented in the relation of 

killer to killed. Weheliye articulates this as habeas viscus: 

Heard, seen, tasted, felt, and lived in the ethereal shadows of Man’s world […] a 

habeas viscus unearths the freedom that exists within the hieroglyphics of the 

flesh (Weheliye, Habeas Viscus, 138).  

Habeas viscus is an abstract machine that is articulated qua the flesh. It is possible that 

a dynamic orientation can be maintained only when a cartographic ontology is also 

genetic. That is, the relation of killer to killed must be figured into the a priori of 

orientation. The Discursivity and syntacticity have to be a posteriori to the relation of 

killer to killed for an affective assemblage to operate a dynamic orientation. A study of 

minoritarian mapping could provide valuable insight into the current terrain of 

assemblages and the possibilities of articulating a habeas viscus. It may also provide 

important entry-points into the bio-geography envisioned by Sylvia Wynter.  

 

  


